CIVIL WAR IS ON.

Russian Workmen's Fighting Desperately for Liberty—Thousands Lid and Murdered—Financial Crisis Predicted.

As the Russian Socialists gave the order from Thursday, making the working people understand that the fight would continue, the imbecility of the Russian government and masters has been exposed. This movement, which is in the interests of the Russian people and working class, is now starting. It is a fact that a civil war is on. The movement now is not only of the highest political significance, but it is also of vital importance to the working class of every country. The Socialists are declaring that the government is not acting in the interests of the Russian people, but in the interests of the masters. The government is meses for the masters, and the Socialists are for the people. The government is trying to suppress the movement of the people, but it will not succeed. The Socialists are the only ones who are trying to overthrow the government and establish a new order. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for liberty. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for the rights of the working class. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for the future of the Russian people. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for the future of the world. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for the future of humanity.

"BLOODY SUNDAY" ANNIVERSARY.

Call for Monster Celebration in Commemoration of the Murder of the Russian Protestant by the British Police.

The International Secretaries of the Socialistic Working Men's Union, the International Proletariat, and the International Workingmen's Union, with the approval of the International Executive Committee, have determined to hold a monster celebration in commemoration of the murder of the Russian Protestant by the British Police on the 30th of December, 1906. The celebration will be held on the 30th of December, 1906, at 2 p.m., at the International Workingmen's Hall, Manchester. The celebration will consist of a reading of the resolution, followed by a speech by the International Secretary of the Socialistic Working Men's Union, and then by a speech by the International Secretary of the International Proletariat. The celebration will be attended by a large number of socialists, and will be a great demonstration of the determination of the working class to fight for its rights.

REPUBLICATION.

"Greatly endeavors have been made by the British Police to suppress the movement of the people, but it will not succeed. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for liberty. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for the rights of the working class. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for the future of the Russian people. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for the future of the world. The Socialists are the only ones who are fighting for the future of humanity."

"SOLDIERS OF THE COMMON GOOD.

"The correctness of the Socialist's position is demonstrated—No going backward, but reforms are shown to be insufficient."
ON CHRISTMAS DAY.

SOLDIERS OF THE COMMON GOOD.

Our War and Our Weapons.

How Labor Can Become Master of Its Own Destiny.

Our news! This seems like a jolt to many of you, but no one who is an active, engaged worker can fail to realize that we are now at the very heart of the greatest and most important struggle in the history of the world. The whole world is on its feet, and the struggle is for the very survival of capital and labor. This is the great conflict that must be faced and won, and only those who are engaged in it can fully appreciate its significance.

SOCIALISM AS SEEN BY A CANDID CAPITALIST EDITOR.

A Denver Republican editor wrote a clipping that Socialism was the issue in the near future. Read on...
**THE CHICAGO SOCIALIST, December 30, 1905.**

---

**Overcoat and Suit Offer**

If you buy a $12.50 Rock or Cress Coat and a $5.00 suit of pants at the same time, you will receive them for only $25.00. This is a once in a lifetime offer, you will not find a better deal anywhere, so act now. If you are not satisfied, you can return the goods and get your money back. This offer is valid for a limited time only.

---

**THE MOST IMPORTANT WEAPON—ORGANIZATION.**

The problem that we have to solve is how to organize the working class in this country. The working class must stand up to the capitalist class and demand a fair share of the wealth. The working class must also organize to defend their rights and interests. Without organization, the working class cannot make any progress. The working class must be united and strong to achieve their goals.

---

**SAM BACH**

Outfitter for Men and Boys

115 N. Michigan Avenue Chicago

---

**BARGAIN**

I have a sample machine, like new, that is perfect in every particular, that I will sell for $16.50. Autographic drafting machine, will draw circles, squares, triangles, and all kinds of shapes. Also, a fine set of drafting tools, including compasses, dividers, and triangles. All for $16.50. I have been using it for 10 years, but I want to upgrade to a new model.

---

**Korbel's Wines**

RECOMMEND THEMSELVES

WHOLESALE PRICES: 664-680 W. 12th St.

PHONE: 222-34

---

**ARTISTIC FOOTWEAR**

**FOR FALL AND WINTER**

Specialty for Fall and Winter

SILVERSTEIN & WEINSTEIN

200 W. 12th St., near Michigan

---

**GET YOUR GARMENTS MADE BY**

The Co-Operative Tailoring & Millinery Inc.

Permanently Gove to America—Agents Wanted Everywhere We are prepared to make any order on request.

CHAS. TIL, Manager

722 SOUTH HALSTED STREET

---

**HEINEMANN'S**

809-901 MILWAUKEE AVE.

Complete Line of PENNSYLVANIA Sheet Steel and Range,

**BUYING NEW STOCK**

FURNITURE

AND RUGS

AND

General Household Goods

At Less than half frame. Prices

SOLD ON SPECIAL EASY TERMS

---

**PRE-INVENTORY SALE**

If you have not bought your winter apparel yet, it will pay you to buy.

Owing to mild weather we will close out our winter goods regardless of cost.

We have Fish Trading Stamps— the stamp of real value. One stamp with each $0.90 purchase. Double stamp Wednesday and Friday.

---

**JOHNSON BROS.**

DOUBLE TICKETS

In All Departments Until Christmas (except Liquidations). Take advantage of this opportunity, as it is a great money-saver. Coupons redeemable in merchandise, except Groceries.

---

**OHIO LUMBER ROOM**

100 North Clark Street

ALWAYS OPEN

J. E. G. S. W. E. H., Proprietors

---

**ABRAHAMSEN**

Men's Furnishings and Shoes

1906 MILWAUKEE AVE.

WORKMAN'S FURNITURE FIRE INSURANCE

---

**PHELPS**

104 South Dearborn Street

---

**WISDOM**

**A. ABRAHAMSEN**

Men's Furnishings and Shoes

1906 MILWAUKEE AVE.

WORKMAN'S FURNITURE FIRE INSURANCE

---

**We Want Agents for**

OLIVER Typewriter

---